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Gravity tests from cross-correlations

• Measure cross-correlations between RCSLenS/
CFHTLenS sources and WiggleZ/BOSS DR10 lenses

• Measure         and 

• Part 1 (me) : determination of EG statistic at z=0.6 with 
RSD an external input,                     fits for fixed 
background cosmology, photo-z tests etc.

• Part 2 (Shahab) : fully self-consistent cosmology fits 
combining RSD, galaxy-galaxy lensing and shear {i.e. data 
vector is                                                  } with Planck
+other data, including modified gravity



• EG statistic?

• Lens-source cross-correlation:

• Lens-lens auto-correlation:

Gravity tests from cross-correlations



“Results”



Shape systematics tests
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Shape systematics tests



Calibration corrections (1)

• Additive shear bias correction

• Multiplicative shear bias correction



Calibration corrections (2)

• Distribution of lenses with respect to boundaries

• Multiplicative bias from source-lens association 



Photometric redshift tests

• We have two types of photo-z available - BPZ and Chris 
Wolf’s “empirical” photo-zs (Emp)

• Emp photo-zs provided in a finely-spaced P(z) vs. 
log(1+z).  I have re-binned in linear dz=0.05 bins and 
defined an equivalent ZB using max[Pbinned(z)]

• Aim (1) : understand error distributions and outliers in 
photo-zs and how this impacts 

• Aim (2) : use full photo-z probability distributions in 
analyses and demonstrate that science results are 
insensitive to photo-z metholodgy



Photometric redshift tests

• Summed photo-z distributions in spec-z slices



Photometric redshift tests

• Photo-z vs spec-z distributions



• Singular isothermal sphere fits in z-slices (BPZ)

Photometric redshift tests



• Singular isothermal sphere fits in z-slices (Emp)

Photometric redshift tests



Photometric redshift tests

• Variation with redshift (model fixed by “robust” sample)



Intrinsic alignment tests

• Singular isothermal sphere fits cutting by BPZ TB



• Harnois-Deraps & van Waerbeke are generating ~1000 
500 Mpc/h P3M simulations with full ray-tracing

• I subsample the simulations to generate mock 
catalogues matching : source and lens N(z)’s, number 
densities, angular selection functions, photo-z errors

• Simulations used for constructing covariance matrices, 
pipeline/modelling tests ...

Use of N-body simulations
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ABSTRACT

Gravitational lensing surveys have now become large and precise enough that the in-
terpretation of the lensing signal in current and future surveys has to take into account
an increasing number of theoretical limitations and observational biases. Since much
of the lensing signal is stronger in the non-linear scales, only numerical simulations
can reproduce accurately enough the various e!ects one has to take into account. This
work is the first of a series in which all gravitational lensing corrections known so far
will be implemented in the same set of simulations using realistic mock catalogues.
In this first paper, we present the TCS simulation suite and compare basic statistics
such as the second and third order convergence and shear correlation functions to
predictions for a large range of scales and redshifts. These simple tests set the range
of validity of our simulations. We also compute the non-Gaussian covariance matrices
of several statistical estimators, some of them are used in the Canada France Hawaii
Telescope Lensing Survey (CFHTLenS). From the same realizations, we construct halo
catalogues and present a series of halo properties that are required by most galaxy
population algorithms.

Key words: cosmology: dark matter—weak lensing—large scale structure of
Universe—methods: systematic

1 INTRODUCTION

The latest measurements of the cosmic mi-
crowave background (CMB) (Jarosik et al. 2011;
Planck Collaboration et al. 2011) and of large scale
galaxy surveys (York et al. 2000; Colless et al. 2003;
Semboloni et al. 2006) are accurate enough to constrain
most of the cosmological parameters at the few per-
cent level. Observations seem to converge towards a
standard model of cosmology, in which the Universe is
mainly filled with a uniform dark energy component,
and about a quarter of its energy distribution consists of
dark matter (Percival et al. 2001; Eisenstein et al. 2005;
Tegmark et al. 2006; Percival et al. 2007; Komatsu et al.
2011; Benjamin et al. 2007). The current knowledge about
this dark sector is so limited that an international e!ort has
been set forward in order combine the best techniques and
optimize the global constraints on dark energy parameters
(Albrecht et al. 2006). Next generation surveys including

! E-mail:jharno@cita.utoronto.ca
† E-mail:svafaei@phas.ubc.ca
‡ E-mail:waerbeke@phas.ubc.ca

LSST (LSST Science Collaborations et al. 2009), EUCLID
(Beaulieu et al. 2010), SKA (Lazio 2008), Pan-STARRS1,
VST-KiDS2, DES3 are designed to have very high quality
data and large statistics, such that systematics and sec-
ondary e!ects need to be understood at the sub-percent
level.

Weak lensing analyses, which are based on the mea-
surement of the degree of deformation caused by foreground
lenses on background light sources, are particularly praised
to detect dark matter structures. The signal allows us to
characterize the average mass profile of foreground lenses,
which can consist of galaxies, groups or clusters of di!er-
ent type, redshift, morphology and color, typically centered
on a dark matter halo. The signal from the 2-point cosmic
shear depends on seven cosmological parameters, and is es-
pecially powerful at constraining a combination of the nor-
malization of the matter power spectrum !8 and the matter
density "m. The degeneracy is further broken with mea-
surements of the skewness and other higher-order statis-

1 http://pan-starrs.ifa.hawaii.edu/
2 http://www.astro-wise.org/projects/KIDS/
3 https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/
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• Mocks incorporating angular selections (e.g. 2143 region)

Use of N-body simulations



• Performance of mocks compared to input cosmology 
[new results using KiDS simulations]

Use of N-body simulations



• Performance of mocks compared to input cosmology 
[new results using KiDS simulations]

Use of N-body simulations



• Determination of covariance matrices            
[these are old results from CLONE simulations, being updated]

Use of N-body simulations



• Determination of covariance matrices            
[these are old results from CLONE simulations, being updated]

Use of N-body simulations



• Quantifying impact of photo-z error distribution            
[these are old results from CLONE simulations, being updated]

Use of N-body simulations



Next steps (paper 1)

• Complete mock catalogue studies with KiDS 
simulations [September]

• Finalize methodology for incorporating photo-z errors 
in              measurement [October]

• Finalize cross-correlation measurements using BOSS 
DR10 when available [October/November]

• Draft paper [December]



Next steps (paper 2)

• Establish cosmology-fitting pipeline including Planck + all 
lensing statistics

• Construction of WiggleZ/BOSS HOD catalogues from 
KiDS simulations

• Determine covariance matrices using full data vector

• Standard cosmology + modified gravity fits


